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Letter:  YS-SP02-2019 

 

Date:  February 12, 2019        

 

To: Sylvain Dumont 

 The Master Group  

 Boucherville, QC 

 

For Distribution to select Channel Partners only, Not for General Publication. 
     

Subject: Incorrect Blower Motor Programs – Select AE / RFCX***E model air handlers 

 
Product: AE / RFCX***E Revision “D” model air handling units listed below 

 

Effective: February 12, 2019  Expires: February 12, 2020 

 

Summary: Select AE / RFCX***E model Revision “D” air handling units have incorrect blower 

motor programs and MUST be corrected for performance and correct operation.   

 

The AE / RFCX***E model air handling units utilize a 5-speed standard ECM constant torque blower 

motor.  Blower motor torque values (blower motor speeds) are selected by physically connecting the 

appropriate 24VAC low voltage wire to the desired blower motor speed tap. The blower motor speeds on 

these AE / RFCX***E models use tap #1 as the lowest speed and tap #5 as the highest speed.  Blower 

motor speeds are increased from speed tap #1 to speed tap #5.   

 

The affected revision “D” model air handling units have a motor program that reversed the speed taps.  

Specifically, tap #1 is high and #5 is low.  Due to the fact that the AE / RFCX***E model air handling 

unit does not contain a control board, equipment 24VAC room thermostat signals are passed directly to 

the blower motor itself.  This results in a motor that may at many times receive simultaneous 24VAC 

speed tap inputs.  The standard ECM motor can receive simultaneous inputs and the motor program gives 

priority not to the highest speed (torque) selected, but the highest speed tap energized regardless of the 

speed tap torque value.  In this incorrect motor program instance, tap #1 is the highest speed and #5 is the 

lowest.   

 

Every Revision “D” AE / RFCX***E model air handling unit built as noted below from 08/20/2018 to 

12/11/18 contains a Regal Beloit blower motor with an incorrect program that must be updated. 

 

Models Impacted by This Issue: 

By receiving this YS-SP letter, you have received some of the models indicated below. Attached to this 

letter is an Excel spreadsheet with the information on shipments that were made to your location.  The 

revision letter “D” can only be found on the unit data plate and the carton label.  An example of this is 

shown on page 3 of this letter.   
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If you have received any of the model numbers listed below shipped between 08/30/18 – 12/14/18 

distributor inventory MUST be checked for the REV “D” letter.  

  

AE60DBG21      AE60DX21    RFCX60DE20MP22 

 

If you have received any of the model numbers listed below shipped between 10/22/18 – 12/14/18 

distributor inventory MUST be checked for the REV “D” letter.   

 

AE18BBA21  

AE18BX21   

AE24BBA21  

AE24BX21   

AE30BBB21  

AE30BX21   

AE36BBE21  

AE36BX21   

AE36CBE21  

AE36CX21   

AE42CBF21  

AE42CX21   

AE48CBC21  

AE48CX21   

AE48DBC21  

AE48DX21   

RFCX24BE08MP22   

RFCX36BE12MP22  

RFCX42CE14MP22  

RFCX48CE16MP22  

 

If you have received any of the model numbers listed below shipped between 10/29/18 – 12/10/18 

distributor inventory MUST be checked for the REV “D” letter.  

 

AE60CBD22  

AE60CX21   

AE60CX22 

RFCX60CE20MP22  

RFCX60CE20MP23

 

Solution: 

This YS-SP letter provides information on the process for re-programming the ECM motors and for 

reimbursement of costs to do that for distributor inventory and for repair of field installed equipment.  Any 

of the revision “D” model equipment listed above, shipped to you between the dates listed above and still 

in your inventory should be quarantined.  These models must be re-worked by re-programming the motor 

control module.  Any of the revision “D” model equipment listed above, shipped to you between the dates 

listed above that you have sold must be repaired.   

 

IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUESTED: 

There are several options discussed below related to what can be done to update the distributor inventory 

of these air handling units indicated above.  The re-work required involves updating the motor program 

in each standard ECM control module.  To make sure we can provide the desired resolution to meet your 

needs, we need to know which option you want to follow to complete this re-work.  Reimbursement costs 

will be determined and provided based on the option chosen. 

 

All Source 1 standard ECM motors have been updated so orders can be placed as required, but number of 

orders could impact availability.  Please note that return of distributor inventory for this issue will not be 

authorized or approved at this time. 

 

Option 1: Re-program the existing standard ECM blower motor(s) using existing Regal ECM 

programming kits you may already have in your possession. 

 

Option 2:   Re-program existing standard ECM blower motor(s) using a field ECM programming kit that 

we can provide on a loan basis.  We have a limited number of these kits available for distributor use as 

needed.  If option 2 is desired, we will arrange for shipment and return of the ECM programming kits as 

required. 

 



 

 

Option 3:  Replace the control module or the entire standard ECM blower motor assembly.  Replacing 

the control module only is preferred to replacing the entire standard ECM motor assembly. Note that ½ 

HP motor control modules are not available from Source 1 at this time which impacts this option choice. 

 

ACTION Required: Contact me at casey.b.mcconnaughy@jci.com to indicate 

the type of inventory re-work you elect to do.  
Background Information: 

The AE / RFCX***E models use both Broad Ocean and Regal Beloit EnduraPro™ standard ECM blower 

motors.  The way to identify whether the unit has a Broad Ocean or Regal Beloit motor in it without 

physically looking at the motor is by revision letter.  Revision letters are not reflected in the unit model 

number.  Due to this, it is sometimes difficult to track equipment by revision letter. The AE / RFCX***E 

model revisions A, B, and C used a Broad Ocean motor.  Currently, only revision D models contain the 

Regal Beloit EnduraPro™ motor.  The equipment revision letter is ONLY shown on the equipment carton 

labels and on the unit data plate as shown below.   

 

 
 

These ECM motors can be easily identified from each other by the wiring connections.  The Broad Ocean 

motor has a short wiring harness with a molded plug on the end.  The Regal Beloit motor has a molded 

plug incorporated directly into the motor housing.  An image of each motor is shown below. 
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Why will reversing speed tap wires NOT correct the issue? 

The sequence of operation for these air handlers shows that as additional calls are received from the room 

thermostat such as AUX heat or Y2 (multi-stage outdoor equipment) the blower motor speed would in 

most cases reduce.  For an example, Y1 speed is the thermostat “G” signal and connected to speed tap #3.  

Y2 would be connected to a higher speed tap such as tap #5 but since the program is reversed it would be 

connected to tap #1.  Since tap #3 would be energized simultaneously with tap #1, the blower motor would 

never speed up as the motor would give priority to speed tap #3.  Due to this reduced blower motor speed 

condition, heat pump units may experience high-pressure switch faults, air conditioning operation may 

result in indoor coil freeze up, electric heat kit limits may cycle.  The incorrect blower motor program 

MUST be corrected to prevent these issues.   

 

ECM Design Features: 

One feature of the Regal Beloit EnduraPro™ standard ECM motor is that the control module can be easily 

separated and removed from the motor itself.  This process is similar to the Regal Beloit EON™ variable 

speed blower motors that most all distributors and contractors are familiar with.   

 

Since there is nothing physically wrong with the motors in these air handling units, the motors do not 

need to be replaced.  Images of the Regal Beloit EnduraPro™ complete motor, control module 

separation, and control module is shown below. 

 



 

 

 
 

 

Re-work / Re-programming Process for Distributor Inventory: 

Any of the revision “D” model equipment listed and shipped to 

you between the dates listed above that is still in your inventory 

should be quarantined and must be repaired by re-programming 

the motor.  Some distributors have the hardware and ability to 

program blank (un-programmed) Regal Beloit standard ECM motors.  

If this is the case you also have the ability to re-program factory 

programmed motors.   Depending on the number of affected air 

handling units received, distributor re-work will consist of re-

programming the air handling unit motor or motor module 

replacement.  The motors can be re-programmed in place with the use 

of a special re-programming kit that we have developed for this re-

work.  There is no need to remove the motor from the air handling 

unit if using our kit.  The upper section of unit shrink wrap must be removed.  Carton top cap front flaps 

can be opened and then both front cardboard corner posts must be removed.  Once the blower door is 

removed, factory harness can be unplugged from the motor and programming cable plugged in.  The air 

handling unit DOES NOT need to be powered for this re-work operation.   

We have a limited number of field ECM programming kits available for loan to use for motor re-

programing at the distributor level.  Due to the limited quantity of kits, if only a small number of affected 

units are in your inventory, re-work may consist of motor module replacement.  The re-programming kits 

are to be used by the distributor only and not given to a contractor.  The kit does not require a Wi-Fi 

internet connection but will require a standard 120 VAC power supply.  An image of the kit is shown 

below.  If you choose to re-program your inventory determine how many of the affected unit serial 

numbers you have on hand, the approximate amount of time it will take and cost involved.  Re-

programming the motor takes about 20 seconds.  The majority of re-work time will be spent staging the 

units for the re-work to take place.  Contact casey.b.mcconnaughy@jci.com to indicate what type of 

inventory re-work you elect.   
 

As indicated above, some distributors have the hardware and ability to program Regal Beloit standard 

ECM motors.  However, if the motor is installed in the air handling unit, the standard cable cannot be 

physically plugged into the motor as the cable housing interferes with the blower housing.  Our field 

programming kits contain a modified cable that allows connection to the motor with the motor in 

place.  The modified cable has the plastic housing removed and heat shrink tubing applied to protect the 

cable wiring.  Images of these cables are shown below. 
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Field Installed Units: 

Any of the revision “D” model equipment listed and shipped to you between the dates listed above 

that you have sold must be re-programmed or repaired.   
 

For individual field installations, this letter will allow a replacement Regal Beloit EnduraPro™ motor 

module and one hour labor toward module replacement.   

 

For individual field installations, this letter allows a replacement blower motor and one hour labor toward 

motor replacement.   

 

Module only repair will be limited to the 1/3 HP and ¾ HP motors.  The ½ HP modules are not available 

at this time.  Models using the ½ HP motor must order the complete motor assembly.  The module could 

be removed from the replacement motor and placed on the field installed air handling unit in lieu of 

replacing the entire motor.   

 

To replace a control module in most cases the blower assembly must be slid out of the air handling unit 

casing so the control module screws can be accessed.  Using the serial number list included with this letter, 

determine the equipment that has been sold/installed.  Order a programmed module or complete motor for 

each unit that has already been installed.  Another option is to order the appropriate quantity and part 

number of blank module(s) if you choose to program the module(s) yourself.    

 



 

 

 
 

If there happens to be a circumstance that would include a large housing development or apartment 

complex it may be more convenient and economical for a distributor representative to visit the job site 

and re-program each motor as this could be done with the motor in place.  One of our field re-work motor 

programming kits would be needed to accommodate this re-programming repair. Contact 

casey.b.mcconnaughy@jci.com if a housing development or apartment complex is involved. 
 

As an alternate repair option of replacing the control module only, the entire motor can be replaced.  This 

is not the preferred method of field repair but can be exercised if necessary.  For individual field 

installations, this letter allows a replacement blower motor and one hour labor toward motor replacement.  

We recommend module only replacement (if available) as the module can be replaced without removing 

the motor from the blower housing.   

 

The AE / RFCX***E model air handling unit can use either the Broad Ocean or the Regal Beloit 

programmed motor as a service part regardless of what it was originally built/shipped with.  Below is a 

list of part numbers, descriptions, cross reference, and where used.   
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Wichita Finished Goods Inventory: 

All affected Wichita finished goods inventory of Revision “D” AE / RFCX***E model equipment was 

placed on quality hold 12/14/18 and motors have been factory re-programmed.  Any revision “D” model 

air handling unit shipped after 12/14/18 will contain a motor with the correct program.   

 

Repair Part Inventory: 

Below is a list of the programmed motor part numbers that have been shipped.  If you ordered any of the 

programmed motor part numbers listed below and the motor(s) were shipped to you prior to 12/14/18, the 

motor program is incorrect and the part will need to be returned to S1 if it is still in your inventory.  If you 

have the hardware and ability to program blank (un-programmed) Regal Beloit standard ECM motors, 

simply look up the motor part number on upgnet.com and re-program the motor(s).  If the part was 

provided to a customer for a repair, please contact the customer as the program is incorrect.   

 

S1-32435850001 

S1-32435850002 

S1-32439711002 

S1-32439711003 

S1-32435705004 

S1-32435705006 

 

 



 

 

Distributor Programmed Motors: 

There were only 6 affected motors field programmed by distributors prior to 12/14/18.  In all 6 instances, 

the finished program motor was S1-32435850001.  If you programmed a motor for a customer during this 

time period, it also needs to be replaced or re-programmed.     

 

This letter includes a spreadsheet showing unit serial numbers of equipment that was shipped to your 

location.  Please note since the solution to this issue is a simple process to re-program the existing standard 

ECM blower motors installed in the equipment, returning inventory is not an option for resolving this 

matter. 

 

Contact casey.b.mcconnaughy@jci.com to indicate what type of inventory re-work you elect to do.  

 

We can arrange for shipment of a field ECM programming kit along with re-programming / operating 

instructions to be sent to you.  We have a limited number of re-programming kits available for re-work so 

we ask the process be completed and the tool returned in a timely fashion.   

 

If you have any questions on this feel free to call Ducted Systems Residential Distributor Technical 

Services at 1-877-874-7378 and speak with a technical support representative. 

 
Casey McConnaughy 

Associate Product Technical Support Engineer 

Residential Distributor Support 

Ducted Systems Technical Services 

Johnson Controls 
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